News

Job Opportunities at Kansas Legal Services

SECRETARY - MANHATTAN Kansas Legal Services - Manhattan seeks a full-time secretary. Duties include: greeting clients, answering and routing phones, clerical tasks including typing legal documents, along with other front desk duties. Strong organ...

Trapped, she can’t move without risking homelessness

By Mina Lukas, Reprinted Special to the Wichita Eagle December 27, 2023 “Why don’t you just move?” It’s a question I hear a lot. I live in an unsafe apartment building with an abusive landlord. Sometimes the question is spoken aloud,...

Infusion of state funding chips away at Kansas’ significant affordable housing shortage

by Tim Carpenter, Kansas Reflector Dec. 26, 2023 https://lawrencekstimes.com/2023/12/26/ks-funding-housing-crisis/ Legislature earmarks $62 million following study identifying statewide gaps TOPEKA — Mollea Wainscott and Matt Gillam grappl...

KLS Helping Kansans Get Their Driver’s Licenses Reinstated
By Micah Tempel, Director, Suspended to Reinstated Project, KLS. More than 200,000 Kansans have a suspended driver’s license, and the vast majority of these suspensions — 150,000 — have nothing to do with dangerous driving or posing a public safet...

Payday lenders aim to evade federal probes as borrowers plead for help

A powerful set of financial firms have delayed federal investigations or punishments into their allegedly predatory lending practices, as they seize on an industry-led lawsuit challenging the future of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. By ...